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Abstract 
Perfect binary arrays are equivalent to Menon difference sets in certain groups. This note proves 
a theorem on the Menon difference set and interprets its consequences on the nonexistence of certain 
perfect arrays. 
1. Introduction 
A periodic binary s x t array is an infinite matrix A = (a(i, j)) with i >, 0, j > 0, u(i, j) either 
0 or 1, where a(i, j) = a(i, j + t) = a(i + s, j) for all i, j. The autocorrelation function of A is 
given by R(u, V) = CCb(i, j)b(i + u, j + u), where b(i, j) = 1 - 2a(i, j), and, in the double sum, 
i ranges from 0 to s - 1, j ranges from 0 to t - 1. Our objects of investigation are perfect 
arrays for which R(u, u) = 0 for all (u, u) with u f 0 (mod s) or v f 0 (mod t) [4, Definition 
41. Calabro and Wolf [4] gave examples of perfect arrays of sizes 2 x 2 and 4 x 4. Chan 
et al. [7] pointed out the equivalence between a perfect s x t array and a diference set 
in the group 2, x Z, with parameters (4N2, 2NZ f N, N2 + N), 4N2 = st, thereby giving 
examples of perfect arrays of sizes 6 x 6 and 3 x 12. In recent years quite a number of 
authors working in communication science obtain further and related results, while 
several authors working in difference sets obtain results which can be adapted to 
Z, x Z, to yield results on perfect arrays. A survey on these known results can be found 
in [6]. Readers are referred to its bibliography. (More recent results can be found in 
Cl09 181.) 
Let us agree to exclude from our discussion perfect s x t arrays with s, t relatively 
prime, which are actually equivalent to perfect sequences or to Menon difference sets 
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(see Section 2 for its definition) in the cyclic group Z,,. A long-standing conjecture says 
that no. such difference set exists except in Z,, and this conjecture is intimately related 
to a host of conjectures about various objects of combinatorial interest [20]. Hence- 
forth we confine our attention to perfect s x t arrays with st = 4N2, 2 <s < t and s, t not 
relatively prime. The only known families of such perfect arrays are due to Davis [8], 
Dillon [9], Jedwab et al. [ 1 l] and Wild [22], and can be summarized in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Perfect arrays with N = 2d-’ or 2d-’ ’ 3 (da 1) of the following sizes exist: 
(i) 2d x 2d; (ii) 2d-’ x 2d+‘; (iii) 2d.3x2d.3; (iv) 2d-1.3~2d+1.3. 
In view of a conjecture by McFarland on the existence of Menon difference sets [ 1, 
Section 8; 12, VI.7R], it seems that, besides perfect arrays of size s x t prescribed in 
Theorem 1.1, there remain perfect arrays with N =2d-‘. 3h (da 1, h>2) lurking 
around. The smallest such examples to search for will be perfect 18 x 18 or 9 x 36 
arrays. 
2. Two preliminary results on abelian characters 
A subset D of an abelian group G is called a d@erence set with parameters (a, k, A) 
if lG1 = v, IDI = k and each nonidentity element of G is di dj ’ for ;1 pairs (d, dj) E D x D 
[2; 3, Chap. VI; 13, Chap. 41. We prefer to regard D as an element of the integral group 
ring Z[G] in order to apply the theory of abelian characters. For a subset S of G, 
consider the element Cagg~Z[G], where the sum ranges over all geG and Q~= 1 or 
0 depending on geS or g$S. As no confusion can arise, we shall also denote this 
element by S. We denote by S- ’ the subset {x- ’ 1 XES} as well as the element of Z[G] 
arising therefrom. In this language, D is a difference set if and only if coefficients in 
DEZ[G] are either 0 or 1 and D. D- ’ = ne + 1G, where n = k - 1 is called the order of 
D. A Menon difference set is a difference set of order n in an abelian group G with 
IGI =4n. Menon proved that such difference sets will have parameters (4N2, 2N2 f N, 
N’+N) for some positive integer N(=,,/%) [19]. An updated account on Menon 
difference sets can be found in [3, Chap. VI, Sections 6 and 7; 12, VI.71. 
G* denotes the group of all characters on G, i.e. homomorphisms from G into the 
multiplicative group of complex roots of unity. Its identity is the trivial character 
which maps every element of G to 1. If D is a difference set, then for each XEG*, 
Ix(D)l’ = x(D. 0-l) = n + Ax(G), which is equal to n or n + Av( = k2) depending on x # 1 
or x= 1. In Section 3 we need to invoke the following results on characters. 
A prime p is said to be self-conjugate modulo a positive integer w if there exists some 
integer j such that pj= - l(mod w’), where w =p’w’ with p not dividing w’. The main 
advantage in imposing such a condition on p is to guarantee the following nice 
property about the factorization of certain ideals. 
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Lemma 2.1. If a prime p is self-conjugate modulo a positive integer w, then every prime 
ideal dividing (p) in Z[t,] is$xed under complex conjugation. (5, is a primitive wth 
root of unity.) 
Proof. See [13, Corollary E.3 in Appendix E]. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let p be a prime which is self-conjugate modulo exp G (= w), the exponent 
of an abelian group G. Let XEG* and d be a positive integer. Zf AEZ[G] is such that 
1~(A)12-O(modp2d) in Z[t,], then X(A)=O(modpd). 
Proof. Since p2d is a divisor of Ix(A)I’ = x(A)x(A) in Z[<,], the ideal (p)2d divides the 
ideal (x(A)) (x(A)). But every prime ideal dividing (p) is fixed under complex 
conjugation by Lemma 2.1, so we see that (p)” divides (x(A)), thanks to unique 
factorization of ideals in Z[t,]. Hence ~(A)=O(modp~). q 
Theorem 2.3. Let G be an abelian group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup. Zf AEZ[G] is 
such that ~(A)=O(mod pd) for all XEG*, x # 1, then there exist x, yeZ[G] such that 
A =pdx + yP, where P is the sum of all elements in the cyclic subgroup of order p in G. 
Proof. See [14, Lemma 1.31. 0 
3. Main theorem 
Theorem 3.1. If there is a Menon difference set in an abelian group G = H x Z, x Z, 
where IHI is even and ab=p2d (d being a positive integer), p being an odd prime 
self-conjugate modulo exp H and not a divisor of IHI, then a = b and p < IHI. 
Proof. Let D be a Menon difference set of order n in G, so IHI = 4t2 (t being a positive 
integer), n = t2pZd and D has parameters (v, k, 1) = (4t2p2d, 2t2pZd - tpd, t2pZd - tpd). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume a =p”, b =pB with Pdd d a. By a theo- 
rem of Turyn [Zl; 13, Theorem 4.301 we know that fl>O. Consider p(D) E Z[K], the 
image of DEZ[G] under the epimorphism induced by the projection p from G onto 
K = H x Z,,. Since D. D-’ = ne + 1G, we have p(D). p(D)-’ = ne + ;IpSK. For $EK*, 
I$(p(D))l’ = 0 (mod p2d); hence $(p(D)) = 0 (mod p”) by Theorem 2.2. This being true for 
all t&K*, we conclude that p(D) = pdx + yP for some x, y E Z[K], where PEZ[K] is the 
sum of all elements in the cyclic subgroup (also denoted by P) of order p in K, by 
Theorem 2.3. Detailed analysis of x, y (see Lemma 3.2) shows that 
p(D)=pd(kl+... +k,)+aIgIP+ ... +a,g,P, (3.1) 
where kt, ... , k, are in K but not in any of the distinct cosets glP, ..‘, g,P of P in K, and 
al, ..., a, are positive integers. Note that r>O, or else $(p(D))=O for any t,kK* which 
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is not trivial on P, contradicting the fact that I$(p(D))I=fi for such II/ E K*. As 
coefficients in p(D) are nonnegative integers not exceeding l&l =pp, this implies 
pd dps, hence d Q /I and /I = d = ~1, i.e. a = b. This proves the first assertion. Next, note 
that s>O, or else p(D)=pd(kl + ... + k,) implies D is a (proper) union of r distinct 
cosets of the proper nontrivial subgroup (0) x 2, in G= K x Z,, which then is not 
’ a difference set. There are altogether 4t p d- ’ distinct cosets of P in K, so (3.1) says that 
r Q (4t2pd- 1 - s)p. Hence, s d 4t2pd- 1 - 6, where 6 is the positive integer characterized 
by ~(6 - 1) <r <pd. Write p(D) =CcBg, where the sum ranges over all g&L. Then 
Cc, (which is IDI)=2t2pZd- tpd and Cc; (which is the coefficient of e in 
p(D).p(D)-‘)=n+Ipd= t2p2d+(t2p2d-tpd)pd. On the other hand, from (3.1) we see 
that ‘& = pdr + p(uI + ... + a,) and Cc: = p2dr + p(u: + . .. + af). From these we obtain. 
a1 + ... + a, = (2t2p2d - tpd - pdr)/p (3.2) 
and 
a: + ... +~,2=[t~p~~+(t~p~~-tp~)p~-p~~r]/p. (3.3) 
Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) into the inequality 
a: + ... +u,2>(CQ+ . . . + u,)2/s > (a1 + . . . + u,)2/(4tZp” - l - 6) 
and simplifying, we obtain 
4t4pd-t2pd+lSa(t +r)‘+ t2p6-(t+r)p6. 
The expression on the left-hand side is tZpd(lH-p6), while the expression on the 
right-hand side is 
(strict inequality unless 2(t + r) = pa). Hence (IHI -p6) (4t2pd- ’ - 6) 2 0 (strict 
inequality unless 2(t + r)=p6). Note that 4t2pd-’ -6 >O, so IHI >p6 (strict inequality 
unless 2(t +I)= pS, in which case 6 > 2). It follows that IHI >p, which is the second 
assertion. 0 
Lemma 3.2. p, D, x, y are us explained in (proof of) Theorem 3.1. p(D) is of the form (3.1). 
Proof. Initially, let x =Cbkk, where the sum ranges over all k&C, and let yP=Cu$gP, 
where the sum ranges over all those distinct cosets gP of P in K for which a$ #O. 
For k E K which is not in any such gP, bk must be either 0 or 1, as coefficients in 
p(D) are nonnegative integers not exceeding p@ ( <pd). Hence we can write 
p(D)=pd(kl + ... + k,)+pdCckk +Cu$gP, where kI, . . . , k, are in K but not in any gP 
which appears in the last sum. If k and k’ are two distinct elements that are in the 
same gP, then ck=ck,, or else O<pdck+u$<pb and O<pdck. +u$<pS would 
imply 0 <pdlc, -ck, I <pB <pd. Moreover, that same coset gP cannot contain any 
element which does not appear in the second sum, or else O<pdck +a$ <p@ and 
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O<a$<pB would imply 0 < pdck < pfl <pd. Hence we can rewrite p(D) as 
pd(k, + ... +k,)+a,g,P+ ... +a,g,P, where a;, . . . ,a, are positive integers. 0 
Remark 3.3. The first assertion in Theorem 3.1, for the particular case when IHI = 4, is 
a consequence of a theorem of Turyn [21; 13, Corollary 4.341. The proof given here 
can be adapted to establish a more general version of [13, Corollary 4.343. 
Remark 3.4. When H = 2, x Z,, exp H = 2 and the condition on p in Theorem 3.1 is 
superfluous. Theorem 3.1 yields the following: If Z,, a x 2~ has a Menon difference 
set, then a=/I and p= 3. When H =Z,, exp H =4 and the condition on p in 
Theorem 3.1 becomes p=3 (mod4). Theorem 3.1 yields the following: If Zpn x Z+,B 
has a Menon difference set, then c1= p and p = 3 or p = 1 (mod 4). For the particular 
case when tl =/I = 1 (i.e. d = l), McFarland proved a much stronger result, viz. if there is 
a Menon difference set in an abelian group of order 4p2 (p being a prime), then p = 2 or 
3 [ 15, Theorem 11. Applying computation similar to that in [16, Section 43 we can add 
to Theorem 3.1 the following: When d= 1, if there is a Menon difference set in 
G( = H x 2, x Z,), the p + 1 is a divisor of IHI. Furthermore, if p 25, then p< m [S, 
Theorem 4.1.11. 
Let us conclude by interpreting Theorem 3.1 (and Remark 3.4) for some specific 
H to sample some nonexistence results on perfect arrays. The straightforward check- 
ing will be omitted. In what follows, p is an odd prime. 
Corollary 3.5. There is no perfect array of size 2p” x 2ps except possibly when c1= p and 
p = 3. There is no perfect array of size 2p x 2p unless p = 3. (Take H = Z, x Z,.) 
Corollary 3.6. There is no perfect array of size pa x 4ps except possibly when c( = fi and 
p = 3 or when p = 1 (mod 4). There is no perfect array of size p x 4p except possibly when 
p = 3 or p = 1 (mod 4). (Take H = Z,. As mentioned in Remark 3.4, McFarland’s theorem 
improves the last assertion considerably, viz. there is no perfect array of size p x 4p unless 
p=3.) 
Corollary 3.7. There is no perfect array of size 4p” x 4ps except possibly when c1= /? and 
p = 3,7,11 or when p = 1 (mod 4). There is no perfect array of size 4p x 4p except possibly 
whenp=30rpr1(mod4).(TakeH=Z,xZ4.) 
Corollary 3.8. There is no perfect array of size 6p” x 6ps except possibly when CI = /I and 
p= 3,5,11,17,23,29 or when p- 1 (mod 3). There is no perfect array of size 6p x 6p 
except possibly when p = 3,5 or p = 1 (mod 3). (Take H = Z, x Z,.) 
Remark 3.9. The last assertion in Corollary 3.8 can be sharpened considerably with the 
aid of other results. A consequence of a theorem of McFarland [17, Theorem 3.1; 6, 
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Theorem 51 and Corollary 3.5 rule out the case p = 5 since 3 cannot be self-conjugate 
modulo p. This also implies that the orderfof 3 in Z, is odd when p > 5. By a theorem 
of Chan which says that G = Z,, x Z,, x G, with IGqI = q2” (4 and p being distinct odd 
primes) does not contain a Menon difference set if the orderf of 4 in Z, is odd and 
p>2eq” (where ef=p- 1) [S, Theorem 4.2.61, we see that p 6 6e = 6(p- 1)/f if there 
exists a perfect array of size 6p x 6p for p > 5. Hence, f is odd and 6 -f > 0, leaving 
only the choices f= 1, 3 or 5. But p is a divisor of 3*- 1, so p can only be 2, 13 or 11, 
respectively. Of these, only 13 is congruent to 1 modulo 3. Hence there is no perfect 
array of size 6p x 6p except possibly when p= 3 or 13, i.e. of size 18 x 18 or 78 x 78. 
Corollary 3.10. Let p and q be distinct odd primes with p self-conjugate module q or vice 
versa. There is no perfect array of size 2pq x 2pq. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume p is self-conjugate modulo 4. 
A consequence of a theorem of McFarland [17, Theorem 3.1; 6, Theorem 51 and 
Corollary 3.5 restrict the choice to 4 = 3, hence reducing the problem to the existence 
of a perfect array of size 6p x 6p with ~25. By Remark 3.9, p= 13. But 13 is not 
self-conjugate modulo 3, hence the conclusion. 0 
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